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Liquid manipulation with velocity
and volume range of 4 orders of
magnitude
Liquid manipulation in 3
dimensions and different
environments
Hydrobot can clean narrow
superhydrophobic surfaces
Hydrobot achieves object delivery
or cargo-release tasks

Controlled liquid manipulation is crucial for applications such as microfluidics and
medical diagnostics. Si et al. present a strategy to drive or stop droplets of a range
of volumes and at a range of velocities in 3 dimensions. Proof-of-concept
applications, including cleaning and cargo transportation by the hydrobot, are
reported.
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Bioinspired magnetically driven liquid
manipulation as microrobot
Yifan Si,1,* Jinlian Hu,1 and Zhichao Dong2,3,*

SUMMARY

There is growing interest in controlled liquid manipulation that is
crucial for microfluidic transport, medical diagnostics, and chemical
analysis. Existing liquid manipulation methods are restrained in 3 aspects: velocity, space, and environment. Inspired by nature, here,
we report a magnetically driven liquid precise manipulation strategy
based on the adhesive force between the internal superhydrophilic
iron bead and the liquid, which can drive or stop droplets within velocity and volume range of 4 orders of magnitude in an arbitrary
path. The droplet velocity can reach 2 m/s (2,000 body lengths/
s). This strategy breaks space limitation and allows droplets to
move along a 360 circle in 3 dimensions and to climb/downhill
with any gradient. Magnetically driven liquid manipulation on general solid surfaces or in liquid environments are reported. We propose the concept of the hydrobot and reveal its practical application
potential in the fields of soft microrobotics, including cleaning and
cargo transportation.
INTRODUCTION
Controlled liquid manipulation on a solid surface is a fundamental but crucial technique
issue for many disciplines, including chemical synthesis, microfluidic chip, bio-analysis,
and energy harvesting.1–5 To date, liquid manipulations have primarily relied on the solid
surface with the specific morphological or chemical component to break the asymmetric
of the 3-phase contact line.4,6 This approach is inefficient, with limited controllability.
Recently, smart liquid manipulation strategies based on external stimuli (e.g., light field,
electric field, thermal field) have been explored to achieve high-precision controllable
manipulation.3,7–10 In particular, owing to extremely fast response times with real-time
remote-control ability, magnetically driven liquid manipulation has received growing
attention as the best option.11,12 However, 3 intractable limitations (velocity, volume,
and space) still constrain its further development.13,14 First, it is difficult to manipulate
liquid locomotion precisely with high velocity (several meters per second). Even more
challenging is stopping the moving droplets at random. Second, how does one realize
liquid manipulation in 3-dimensional space? Third, most of the liquid manipulation
research is based on superhydrophobic surfaces in the air. How to extend and achieve
liquid manipulation in other substrates or environments is a constant concern.
To meet these challenges, here, we demonstrate a magnetically driven liquid manipulation strategy inspired by the natural phenomenon that superhydrophilic fish can
carry water away from the superhydrophobic lotus leaf. Using the adhesive force between the inside superhydrophilic iron bead (SIB) and the liquid, the droplet guided
by an external magnetic field can move in an arbitrary path within the velocity range
of 4 orders of magnitude on a superhydrophobic surface. The droplet velocity can
reach 2 m/s (nearly, 2,000 body lengths per second), and can stop at any time
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Figure 1. Magnetically driven liquid manipulation on the superhydrophobic substrate
(A) Fish trapped in the water puddle on the lotus leaf can swim back to the pond and take some of the water away.
(B) Schematic illustration of magnetically driven liquid manipulation device on a superhydrophobic surface. The superhydrophilic-treated iron bead
(SIB) enveloped by water can move in the 2-dimensional X-Y plane arbitrarily driven by the movable external magnet.
(C) Overlapped images of magnetically driven liquid manipulation on the superhydrophobic glass slide. The water droplet with SIB-specific
manipulations from left to right horizontally with a 4 orders of magnitude range of velocity are carried out.
(D) Time sequence images of the magnetically driven continuous coalescence of multiple droplets on a complex and narrow superhydrophobic
substrate by imitating a Pac-Man-like game.

on demand. This strategy also allows droplets to move along a 360 circle in 3dimensional space and to climb slopes with any gradient. Moreover, magnetically
driven liquid manipulation on a general solid surface or under a liquid (water or
oil) environment is achieved. Importantly, we propose the concept of the hydrobot,
which can complete complex instructions such as cleaning, object delivery, and
cargo-release tasks in a narrow space as a millimeter-scale soft robot.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Bioinspired magnetically driven liquid manipulation
Many interesting phenomena in nature can always give us unique inspirations.15–17 The
little fish will accidentally bounce onto the surface of the lotus leaf and get stuck in
the water puddle. However, with struggling, the fish can escape and swim back to the
pond. When the fish is rescued, part of the water surrounding it will also be taken
away, as shown in Figure 1A. The underlying basic mechanism is the high adhesion between the superhydrophilic fish scales and water.18,19 Water on the superhydrophobic
lotus leaf is in the Cassie state, with extremely low adhesion.18,20 Inspired by this natural
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phenomenon, a novel liquid manipulation strategy dominated by solid-liquid adhesion
has been proposed. Based on this understanding, we designed an easily prepared,
magnetically driven liquid precise manipulation device on the superhydrophobic surface
(Figure 1B). Water droplets appear in a nearly perfect spherical shape on the superhydrophobic surface with great locomotivity due to low surface adhesion (Figure S1A).
The SIB is placed inside the water droplet, which is immediately enveloped by water
to form a new whole. Driven by the movable external magnet, the SIB can move in
the 2-dimensional X-Y plane arbitrarily with the magnet position. The SIB can act as a micromotor to drive or stop the droplet via the adhesion between the SIB and the droplet
(see Experimental procedures for details). We can program the movement route of the
magnet on the track by a remote rocker. Finally, the droplet will follow the movement of
the magnet to achieve controllable manipulation at a certain velocity. The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of superhydrophobic and superhydrophilic coatings are
displayed in Figure S2.
The high adhesion force between the SIB and water can provide enough power to
keep the water drop motion with high velocity, as shown in Figures S1B and S1C.
We achieve water droplet specific manipulation with a 4 orders of magnitude range
of velocity. The feasibility experiments are carried out on the obtained superhydrophobic glass slide. The diameter of the iron bead (D) and the volume of the droplet
(V) are set as 1 mm and 10 mL, respectively. Placing the magnet under the waterwrapped SIB, the bead will be attracted to the superhydrophobic surface, as shown
in Figure 1C. As the magnet moves from left to right, the bead can follow closely
due to the strong magnetic force, in newtons, which can be expressed as
follows11,21:
F m = ðM $ VÞB

(Equation 1)

where B is the flux density of the magnetic field and M is the uniform magnetization
of the SIB. The SIB causes the droplet to slide horizontally to the right at the same
velocity as the magnet. In the slowest case, the droplet moves 2.1 cm in 28 s, with
an average velocity of 0.7 mm/s. Theoretically, the velocity of our magnetically
driven manipulation strategy can be as slow as 0 mm/s. Then, we achieve medium
velocity (6.3 mm/s) droplet manipulation easily. In the faster case, we complete
the 2-cm movement within 0.01 s with an average speed of 2,000 mm/s. It is worth
noting that it is not the maximum speed we can achieve. Our strategy provides a
platform for programming the rapid and accurate movement of droplets in complex
and narrow spaces.4,22,23 We simulate the Pac-Man-like game and realize the continuous coalescence of multiple droplets, as shown in Figure 1D and Video S1. The first
transparent water drop is captured by the SIB under the control of the magnet. Then,
driven by the magnet, the droplet can perform multiple turns, straighten, shift, and
can stop action. Under control, the droplet can accurately locate the target droplets
and complete the coalescence, and the detailed process is shown in Figure S3. The 6
colored microdroplets eventually coalesce into a large one in 16 s and remain in
good controllability and locomotivity.
Drive mechanism and process decomposition
This droplet manipulation strategy based on the solid-liquid adhesion force determines the importance of a solid surface area. Because the magnitude of the adhesion force between the 2 solids and liquids is proportional to the liquid-solid contact
area. In other words, the surface area of the SIB has a decisive influence on the degree of manipulation of the liquid. In the phase diagram Figure 2A, we calculated the
feasibility of 2 iron beads (D = 1 and 2 mm; see Figure S4) for different volumes of
droplets at a different velocity. The results show that when V is <50 mL, both SIBs
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Figure 2. Mechanism of magnetically driven liquid manipulation
(A) Phase diagram of the relationship between the volume of the droplet (V) and liquid manipulation ability of SIB under different velocities. The
triangles represent the case in which D is equal to 1 mm. Green indicates that liquid manipulation can be achieved under this condition, while red
indicates failure. Similarly, the circles represent the case in which D is equal to 2 mm. Blue and yellow indicate successful and failed liquid manipulation,
respectively.
(B) Time sequence images of magnetically driven large water puddle (V = 1,000 mL) manipulation. The blue triangle represents the position of the SIB,
and the red triangle is the initial position of the puddle front.
(C) Schematic showing the forces on the droplet and SIB under the magnetic field.

can achieve velocity control across 4 orders of magnitude (0.5–2,000 mm/s). When V
is >180 mL, the SIB with a diameter of 1 mm will lose the ability to manipulate drops.
However, the SIB with a diameter of 2 mm can still achieve water drop manipulation
in a relatively fast velocity range (0.5–5 mm/s) when the volume of liquid drops increases to 1,000 mL. Original iron beads show weak water drop manipulation ability
due to the small solid-liquid contact area (see Figure S5). This result is consistent with
our previous prediction.
As shown in Figure 2B, water (V = 1,000 mL) presented a cake-shaped puddle on the
superhydrophobic surface, with a height of 5 mm. Under the control of the magnet,
the SIB wrapped inside the liquid moves horizontally to the left edge. Under the action of adhesion force and inertia force, the water is stretched out of shape and then
contracts in the left direction. Then, the magnet turns to the right, and the SIB slips to
the right end of the water, which drives the water to the right directional movement.
The average moving velocity of the whole process is 5 mm/s. If we further increase
the solid-liquid contact surface area, then a larger droplet can be driven as well. As
shown in Figure S6, using several SIBs, we realized the manipulation of 3 mL water.
From a few microliters to a few milliliters, in general, the manipulation of water droplets across 4 orders of magnitude is realized for the first time.3,4,23,24
The forces on the droplet and SIB under the magnetic field have been analyzed. As
seen in the diagram (Figure 2C), when the magnet moves at a constant velocity for a
very short distance, the density of magnetic field lines around the SIB decrease. The
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horizontal component of noncontact magnetic field force (Fx) on the SIB is described
by Equation 2 as follows11:
Fx =

m0 d2
cosq
4SB2 L2

(Equation 2)

where d is the air gap, m0 is the permeability of vacuum, S and L are the surface areas
of the permanent magnet and the length of the magnetic path, respectively, and q is
the angle of the Fm in the horizontal direction. When Fx is greater than the maximum
static friction force (f) in the horizontal direction, the SIB tends to move in the direction of the density of the magnetic field lines.1 The SIB causes the instantaneous acceleration of the droplet through the solid-liquid adhesion force. Then, the droplet
can catch up with the magnet quickly. As the magnet continues to move, the droplet
enters the next cycle of motion as well.
Here, a high-speed camera is used to record the detail starting, braking, and separation procedures (Figures 3A–3C). The time-lapse images and schematic diagrams
of water drop starting are shown in Figure 3A. The SIB has a certain speed, n1, driven
by the magnet. When the SIB moves, the droplet is powered by a rightward adhesion
force (Fa). Then, the part of the water closest to the SIB begins to move. Next, the
center of the remaining big drop moves to the right due to internal molecular interactions. The droplet has a certain velocity, n2. Before the droplet reaches stability,
the SIB moves further to the right, driving the droplet into the second motion cycle.
In previous studies, moving droplets often fail to stop as required because there is
not enough resistance to dissipate their kinetic energy.3,4,25 The adhesion between
solid and liquid can also act as a resistance force to achieving droplet braking. When
the n2 is greater than the n1, the direction of Fa is opposite to the direction of the
droplet motion. As shown in Figure 3B, when the motion of the magnet stops, the
velocity of the SIB drops rapidly to 0 mm/s. At this time, the direction of Fa is opposite to the direction of n2, which brings the drop into a decaying oscillation with kinetic energy damped. v2 also goes down to 0 mm/s and the water drop finally is
immobilized on the SIB. In theory, the drop can be stopped at whatever velocity
the SIB can drive it. However, when the relative velocity between the SIB and the
droplet is too large, the Fa between solid and liquid is not enough to give the whole
droplet sufficient acceleration. The result is that the SIB separates from the droplet,
and the droplet remains in place (sometimes the droplets have a certain velocity after separation), as shown in Figure 3C. Therefore, rapid acceleration is an efficient
way to separate the iron bead and the droplet to obtain a pure droplet.
3-dimensional spatial liquid manipulations
The water droplets in the Cassie state on the superhydrophobic surface have great
locomotivity due to low surface adhesion caused by the air cushion between the
liquid and the solid.3,26 This phenomenon is also known as the Lotus effect.18,27
Drops also exist as spheres on the superhydrophobic surface of rose petals with
extremely high surface adhesion because of the absence of the air cushion, which
is called the petal effect.18,28 It can be seen that there is an irreconcilable conflict between the high locomotivity and the high adhesion of the superhydrophobic surface.
Due to the influence of gravity, it is difficult to realize the controllable manipulation
of liquid droplets on the superhydrophobic surface in 3-dimensional space.1,4,29 Our
magnetically driven liquid manipulation strategy achieves the unity of high locomotivity and high adhesion, as well as the controllable manipulation of a water droplet
in 3-dimensional space (including climbing hills and 360 turns in circular orbits). As
shown in Figure S7, the superhydrophobic magnet is fixed on the rotating shaft, and
the SIB is attracted to the surface of the magnet with 1 water drop. The rotation of the
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Figure 3. Detailed time-lapse images and schematic diagrams of magnetically driven liquid
starting, braking, and separation processes
(A) Starting process.
(B) Braking process.
(C) Separation process. The directions of the velocity of the SIB (v1 ) and the velocity of the droplet
(v2 ), as well as the direction of the adhesion (f a ) between the liquid and the solid, are indicated by
arrows.

rotating shaft will drive the droplet to rotate at 360 . The droplet is still bound to the
surface of the magnet after multiple turns of rotation. The underlying cause of this
result is the attraction of the magnet to the SIB rather than solid-liquid adhesion.
By this equivalent mechanism, the controllable manipulation of the water droplet
on the inverted superhydrophobic glass slide is implemented. In Figure 4A, the
magnets above hold the SIB firmly under the superhydrophobic surface, while the
droplet hangs on the surface of the SIB, depending on the solid-liquid adhesion
force. Moving the magnet horizontally, the droplet is driven to the right. The velocity
of the droplet movement can be controlled in the range of 3 orders of magnitude. It
should be noted that due to the influence of gravity, the maximum velocity of the inverted droplet (20 mm/s) will be less than that of the upward surface case.
More complex 3-dimensional spatial liquid manipulations have also been realized.
The water-wrapped SIB is placed at the bottom of a superhydrophobic copper
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Figure 4. Magnetically driven liquid manipulation in 3-dimensional space
(A) Overlapped images of the controllable manipulation of the water droplet with SIB on the
inverted superhydrophobic glass slide under different velocities in a range of 3 orders of
magnitude.
(B) Time sequence images of the 360  circular motion of water droplet with SIB driven by an external
magnet on the copper circular orbit.
(C) Time sequence images of manipulating the droplet to climb up the hill with different slope
gradients at the desired velocity and stay on the slope. The downhill motion of liquid drop is also
achievable.

circular orbit (Figure 4B; Video S1). The external magnet allows the SIB to move the
droplets within the orbit. The water droplet can move counterclockwise 42 mm
across the top of the copper ring within 15 s. Clockwise motion also is possible.
The droplet can be easily made to circulate rapidly at the top of the copper circular
orbit. Manipulating liquids to climb up a hill has been reported many times,4,6,30,31
but most studies have kept the slope below 20 to reduce the effect of gravity. Sun
et al.4 demonstrated the transport of droplets on a vertical superhydrophobic surface with charge density gradients. A hill with different slopes is made by a superhydrophobic copper sheet (Figure 4C; Video S1). With the help of magnets, we can
manipulate the droplet to climb up the hill at the desired velocity and stay on the
slope as often as we want. The slope range is set from 55 to 90 , and the droplet
can pass smoothly. More important, we can also manipulate the droplet to go downhill instead of rolling it down under gravity. In general, our strategy achieves the unification of high adhesion and locomotivity. We broke the space limitation of liquid
manipulation effectively, and completed the roller coaster motion of liquid drops.
Most of the reported studies on droplet manipulation rely on superhydrophobic surfaces with low adhesion to avoid liquid loss.3,4,7,24,29 Inconceivably, our magnetically
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driven strategy can generalize liquid manipulation to all kinds of low-resistance environments that are not only restricted to superhydrophobic surfaces. For example,
Figure S8 shows the manipulation of a red-dyed glycol droplet (30 mL) on a slippery
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) surface coved with silicone oil. The SIB (D = 2 mm) can
also guide the droplet slide back and forth from side to side because the slippery
surface shows very low resistance to immiscible liquids. Superhydrophobic particles
encapsulate liquid to form liquid marble, which can roll spherically on any solid surface, even a superhydrophilic surface, as shown in Figure S9. By wrapping the SIB in
blue-dyed liquid marble (10 mL), this liquid marble can be manipulated with the magnet to move quickly and arbitrarily on the flat superhydrophilic polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate. In addition to manipulating liquids in air environments,
our strategy can be extended to liquid environments. The low-surface-tension
red-dyed oil droplet (carbontetrachloride, 30 mL) can exist in spherical stability on
the surface of the superhydrophilic/underwater superoleophobic glass slide. Similarly, by wrapping hydrophobic/superoleophilic original iron beads in an oil droplet,
we achieved magnetically driven manipulation of oil droplets underwater on the underwater superoleophobic glass slide (Figure S10). Similar results are obtained on a
superoleophilic/underoil superhydrophobic PDMS surface. We can manipulate a
water droplet (40 mL) up a hill in the n-hexadecane environment but also achieve
directional merging of 2 water droplets (Figure S11). Our magnetically driven liquid
manipulation strategy broke through the limitation of a spatial dimension, but also
broke through the limitation of the manipulations environment.26,32
Extended application of hydrobot
The untethered millimeter-scale soft robot can non-invasively enter into confined,
enclosed narrow spaces and perform a series of complex specified operations as a
result of external or internal stimulation inputs.33–37 However, there are challenges
associated with low locomotion efficiency, poor controllability, long response
time, high cost, and that it is easily damaged.37,38 The absolute control of velocity
and the breaking of space limitations give our magnetically driven liquid manipulation strategy excellent application potential in the field of millimeter-scale soft robot
science and engineering. Here, the water droplet and the internal SIB are considered
as a whole, which we refer to as a ‘‘hydrobot.’’36,39
Our hydrobot displays an unparalleled advantage in the velocity control aspect.39,40
Figure 5A shows a comparison of relative locomotion velocity with respect to body
weights, including our hydrobot (red stars), animals (blue triangles),41–44 reported
artificial soft robots (gray circles),33,38,39,45–48 and reported liquid manipulation
works (green rectangles).3,4,12,22,25,26 For animals, the relative velocity distribution
is relatively uniform. However, human studies show more wide and uneven distributions, including artificial soft robots49–51 and liquid manipulation works. The detailed
data are shown in Table S1.36,39 Distinctly, our hydrobot has the best performance,
and the maximum value of relative velocity can reach up to 2,000 body lengths per
second. High degrees of freedom and flexibility ensure hydrobot innovative applications. The hydrobot can be used as a cleaning robot to absorb the dust in the narrow
corner of the superhydrophobic surface, such as the superhydrophobic microchip. In
a conceptual experiment (Figure 5B; Video S2), we simulated dust with copper sulfate (CuSO4), which is placed on a closed narrow superhydrophobic surface constructed with building blocks. We can use magnets to manipulate the hydrobot
through a tunnel of building blocks and then locate the dusty places. When the hydrobot touches the CuSO4 crystal, it dissolves quickly. At this point, the transparent
hydrobot gradually turns blue and the superhydrophobic substrate becomes clean.
The crystals in different areas can be dissolved away at once. Eventually, the
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Figure 5. Applications of ‘‘hydrobot’’ in the millimeter-scale soft robot
(A) Relative motion velocities of some animals, soft robots, liquid manipulation works in body
length per second versus body mass.
(B) Time sequence and overlapped images of hydrobot as a cleaning robot to adsorb the dust
(CuSO 4 ) in the narrow corner of the superhydrophobic surface.
(C) Time sequence images of hydrobot to capture, transport, and unload polystyrene foam. The
polystyrene foam can be attached to the hydrobot and transported to its destination. More
important, the polystyrene foam can be unloaded via volatilizing off the liquid.
(D) Overlapped images and schematic diagram of 1-dimensional capillary tube transportation by
the cooperation of 2 hydrobots.

hydrobot can leave the working area and return to the starting point. The whole
cleaning process does not cause any damage to the superhydrophobic surface.26,52
One of the most important uses of the untethered millimeter-scale soft robot is to capture/transport and unload tiny devices in narrow spaces that humans cannot
reach.33,38,40,49–51,53 Most of the reported untethered millimeter-scale soft robots have
a good carrying capacity. However, complex commands and distortions are necessary
to download or release objects for them, which is a huge challenge in engineering.37,38,40
Our hydrobot can use surface tension to adhere to objects of low mass and density. As
shown in Figure 5C and Video S2, polystyrene foam is used as a target object. When
the hydrobot moves to polystyrene foam through the magnetic field, it is immediately
attached to the liquid surface. Then, it can follow the movement of the hydrobot and
circumnavigate multiple obstacles and finally move to its destination. Our hydrobot
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provides a new mode of unloading objects. By volatilizing off the liquid completely, the
adhesion between the liquid and the solid will disappear, and the object can naturally be
placed on the surface in situ. More important, the delay unloads can be realized by adjusting the environment temperature, hydrobot volume, and relative humidity. The dry SIB
can be removed individually by the external magnetic field. The SIB can re-enter the working area with the new droplet (forming a new hydrobot), and the polystyrene foam can be
carried away to the exit through the adhesion mechanism. The carrying capacity of 1 hydrobot is limited, but if multiple hydrobots work together, the carrying capacity can be
increased many times. There are fewer restrictions on the appearance of the objects being transported. Furthermore, in Figure 5D and Video S2, we realized the 1-dimensional
capillary tube transport with 2 hydrobots. The hydrobots with a capillary tube perform
complex operations such as going straight and turning. By adjusting the speeds of the
hydrobots (vH1 and vH2), their motion paths and forms can be controlled.
In summary, inspired by the natural phenomenon, we present a magnetically driven
strategy that can achieve precise liquid manipulation within the velocity and volume
range of 4 orders of magnitude. The SIB in a droplet as a micromotor provides the
power for the constant locomotion of the droplets via the adhesion between solid
and liquid, which also can be the braking force to stop the moving droplets. Our
strategy also overcomes the limitation of space and makes 3-dimensional space
liquid manipulation a reality. It is easy to achieve accurately and controlled uphill/
downhill and 360 roller coaster loop motion. Our magnetically driven mechanism
can be extended to a variety of environments (including superhydrophilic surface
or under liquids) of different droplets. Most important, we have revealed its practical
application potential in the field of soft robots, including cleaning and cargo transportation. How to realize the close and simultaneous cooperative manipulation of
multiple hydrobots will be the focus of our next research project, which will represent
an extreme advance in the emerging field of bioinspired microrobots and will
develop an abundant spectrum of applications.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Resource availability
Lead contact
The lead contact for this article is dongzhichao@iccas.ac.cn.
Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique materials.
Data and code availability
All data associated with the study are included in the article and the supplemental
information.
Materials
Tetrachloromethane and n-hexadecane were purchased from Alfa Aesar (United
Kingdom). Iron beads with different diameters were purchased from the local store.
The superhdyrophilic coating was purchased from Changzhou Nanocoatings (P.R.
China). All of the chemicals for the chemical resistance test were purchased from Sinopharm (P.R. China). Water was acquired from Milli-Q (Millipore Sigma, USA), with
a resistance of 18.2 MU.
Preparation of superhydrophilic iron bead
At first, iron beads were washed twice with deionized water and ethanol, respectively. Then, they were dried at room temperature. Clean iron beads were dipped
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into the superhydrophilic coating for 5 min. Coated iron beads were put into the
oven at 40 C for 6 h to be superhydrophilic.
Preparation of superhdyrophobic substrates
A total of 2 g superhydrophobic silica aerogel powder was dispersed in a mixture of
20 mL ethanol and 20 mL acetone. Then, after ultrasonic 30 min, the dispersion was
put into a spray bottle and the superhydrophobic coating was obtained. The superhydrophobic paint was sprayed onto a clean, flat solid surface, such as glass or a copper sheet. After drying at room temperature for 1 h, a white superhydrophobic
substrate was obtained.
Measurements and characterizations
The optical images and movies were recorded by a digital camera (D7500, Nikon,
Japan). SEM images were obtained using a field-emission scanning electron microscope at 5 kV by Hitachi S-8010 (Japan). Analysis of the detailed liquid manipulation
processes was recorded by high-speed camera (i-SPEED 3, iX Cameras, USA).

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.xcrp.
2021.100439.
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